Abstract—In Cyber-Physical Systems with interrupt mechanism, interrupts may cause unexpected interleaving executions and even wrong execution results. A kind of frequently occurred errors are caused by data race. We present an approach under the framework of bounded model checking (BMC) to detect data race for interrupt driven programs. The key idea is to automatically serialize a concurrent interrupt driven program as a non-deterministic sequential program, whose possible execution set includes all the possible executions of the interrupt driven program. Moreover, our approach checks data race in the sequential program and collects all the path condition of the data race location. On this basis, we leverage bounded model checking to convert all the path conditions into SMT formulae. Furthermore, our analysis uses a decision procedure to determine whether the formula is satisfiable, from which the analysis eliminates false alarms which can’t occur in real concurrent executions. A prototype based on CBMC is implemented and preliminary experimental results are encouraging.
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I. Introduction

Interrupt driven program is becoming more and more popular in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS), because interrupt mechanism is suitable for many features of CPS. However, the execution of interrupt driven program may cause complicated interleaving state space which may contain some unexpected execution results. One significant problem is caused by data race. Roughly speaking, a data race on a shared variable means that two threads access that variable simultaneously and the accesses are conflicting in concurrent program. Conflict assessing means that at least one of the accessing is writing the variable. Although some races are unharmful, bugs are often caused by data race. Hence, data race detection are valuable for concurrent programs.

Data race may cause software failure, and such kind of problem is hard to discover via software testing. Consider the following example in Fig[1] which is an example of data race in the interrupt-driven program. The function Get_on_board_time and Second_interrupt are called by task and interrupt respectively and s_second and s_millisec are shared variables. If the interrupt is triggered when the task execute between line 4 and 5, then we will find that the time value in result is incorrect. Such kind of problems may cause serious results in some application scenarios such as aerospace and aeroplane. Because this kind of bug can only be triggered in a very special situation, software testing is hard to find this kind of problem.

Fig. 1: Example of Data Race in Interrupt-Driven Programs

Many methods have be adapted to detect data race in recent years. Static analysis of data race provides a powerful approach to find race condition, and much progress has been achieved in the past two decades [1][2][3]. However, static analysis itself has limited ability in precision. Dynamic analysis of data race is also used in industry [4][5]. Compared with static analysis, dynamic analysis is incomplete in race detection. Software bounded model checking is used to overcome the state explosion of software model checking. Many progress have been achieved in recent years [6][7]. Most of the previous works focus on symbolic bounded model checking, but in recent years much attentions have been focused on explicit bounded model checking.

In this paper, we present an approach to detect data race in the framework of bounded software model checking. We firstly serialize an interrupt-driven program into a sequential programs. Then we use the traditional relationship of accessing variables to find the potential data race. Lastly, we use software bounded model checking to eliminate the false alarms. On this basis, a prototype is implemented and preliminary experimental results are presented on benchmark programs.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses some related work. Section III describes the features of our interrupt driven program. Section IV presents a race detection method based on accessing relationships of shared variables and a false alarm elimination method via BMC. Section V presents our prototype implementation together with potential experimental results before Section VI concludes.

II. RELATED WORK

Lock set data race detection. Data race detection for concurrent program has gained much attention within the past decade [8][4][1][5]. And various methods have been used for race detection and false alarm elimination. Such as high level race detection [8], binary rewriting [4], locksmith’s component analysis [11]. Cyrille Artho et al. [8] raise a new kind data abstraction method in high level. Because the classical notion of data race is not powerful enough, which may miss some consistencies occurring in practice and the inconsistence may cause false alarms in the classical data race detection. E.g., the structural type data may have to be treated atomically in traditional race detection, but in high level race detection this data will be treated as different shared variables. This method indeed will reduce some kind of false alarms. Stefan Savage et al. [4] propose a dynamic data race detection method and implement a race checking tool Eraser. They focus on the data race caused by improper synchronization such as lock set. In Eraser they use binary rewriting techniques to record all the shared variables and verify whether the shared-memory reference is consistence. In fact because Eraser is a dynamic checking tool they need not consider whether the execution path is flexible. Whereas, since we use static analysis we need to consider whether the race location can be executed in the real execution. Recently, Polyvios Pratikakis et al [1] propose a static analysis method for C programs, and they also implement a static analysis tool named LOCKSMITH. They mainly focused on the efficiency and effective of data race detection for multi thread C program based on lock set. Their work also make some progress in C structures and void pointers. Compared with their work, our method is path sensitive static analysis method and the scalability of LOCKSMITH is better than our tool. Recently, Xinwei Xie et al [5] presents a dynamic race detection method based on optimize the happens before relationship (HBR) which is a classic method to reduce the state space of concurrent programs. The efficiency of their method is better or no worse than most of the previous HBR data race detection methods such as ERASER and FASTTRACK.

Path sensitive data race detection. Recently much attention has been focused on path sensitive data race detection for concurrent programs [2][3][9]. Thomas A. Henzinger et al [2] propose data race detection by context inference which is based on software model checking. Their method use predicate abstraction to get the proper model and counter example guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) to permit automatic inference of models. Their method has been implemented in BLAST which is a model checking tool for sequential C programs. Compared with our work, BLAST uses predicate abstraction and CEGAR to automatic generate the interleaving state space, while we use BMC to get the proper interleaving state space. The work in [3] presents a data race detection method by symbolic execution [10]. Their method considers all the potential executions in static race detection. They implemented their work in Java PathFinder (JPF) which is a symbolic execution tool for Java byte code. The differences between JPF and our work is that JPF uses symbolic execution to find proper state space while we use BMC to exclude the unreachable states. More recently Vojdani et al [9] propose a path sensitive data race detection method. They propose a global invariant approach to sidestep the state space explosion and precision lose in both context and path sensitive. They have implemented their method in a tool called Goblint. Furthermore Goblint has been tested in about 25 thousand lines of code which is the “safe” subset of C. In fact the global invariant approach is much like model checking but their method adapted some optimization to avoid state explosion in data race detection.

Data race detection for interrupt driven programs. Much attention has been focused on data race detection of interrupt driven program [1][12]. One work that is close to our approach is race detection for embedded systems in [11]. Their work mainly focuses on the space flight control systems. They consider race detection synchronized by mask and unmasks interrupts by bit-vectors and every byte of which represents whether the interrupt is masked or unmasked. They also support precise pointer alias checking which may find more precise data race. Compared with their work, our method doesn’t consider synchronization at moment, our method mainly focuses on the path sensitive race detection to eliminate false alarms caused by unreachable execution path. Recently Martin D. Schwarz et al [12] propose a kind of race detection for interrupt driven programs with synchronization via ceiling protocol. Their work is the progressing work of Goblint. Their method is for priorities of tasks changing dynamically. For this kind of program they provide static analysis for race detection between tasks in which the priority is dynamically change. They also introduce a precise analysis of affine equalities adopted from value analysis. Compared with our work, their method is concerned about task priority dynamic changing, but we consider the fixed priority task. On the other hand, they use affine equalities to store the value and relationship of all variables which can be used to judge whether the path conditions can be satisfied, but we use SMT solver to solve whether there exists some values satisfying the path condition.

III. INTERRUPT DRIVEN PROGRAMS

The Interrupt Driven Programs which we discuss in this paper have the following features:

- Program consists of one task and finite number of interrupts.
- All the interrupts have a fixed priority and every priority level has only one interrupt.
- A higher priority level interrupt can interrupt the task or lower priority level interrupts at any time. When task or lower priority level interrupts are interrupted they can execute again when the higher priority level interrupt finish.

In order to simplify the analysis procedure, we assume that interrupt driven program only have four kinds of basic syntax statements which are assignment, function call, condition goto
and return statement. All the other kinds of statements can be transformed to these four kinds. We use control flow automaton (CFA) to depict task and interrupts. The states of a CFA are associated to control points of CFG in the program. The transition between states in CFA is the control flow between the control points in the program. Thus, a CFA of a program is an abstraction of program’s control flow graph which means that the CFA contains all the possible traces of program execution. Formally, the CFA is a 4-tuple $A = (S_{CF}, I_{CF}, T_{CF}, L)$ where:

- $S_{CF}$ is the set of control states.
- $I_{CF} \subseteq S_{CF}$ is the set of initial control states.
- $T_{CF} \subseteq S_{CF} \times S_{CF}$ is the set of transitions between the control states.
- $L : S_{CF} \setminus \{END\_FUNCTION\} \rightarrow Stmt^*$ is the label function where $Stmt^*$ is the set of program expressions, $END\_FUNCTION$ is the end of function control states.
- $S_{CF}$ has finite number of control states, but contains only one final control state $\text{END\_FUNCTION}$. 

The transition between the control states represents the control flow in the program. $L(I_{CF})$ is the entry point of the function, and $(s_1, s_2) \in T_{CF}$ iff one of the following conditions hold:

- if $L(s_1)$ is an assignment or a function call statement, then $L(s_2)$ is its only successor.
- if $L(s_1)$ is a condition goto statement, then $L(s_2)$ is its condition true successor or condition false successor.
- if $L(s_1)$ is a return statement, then $L(s_2) = \text{END\_FUNCTION}$.

As we have shown before the interrupt-driven program consists of one task and many interrupts. We use $Func = \text{task} \cup \text{Irp}$ to represent the set of task and interrupts where $\text{Irp}$ represents the set of all interrupts. Task is the normal routine, while interrupts are some emergency events. If task is interrupted by some interrupts, then the system scheduler will hang up the task and assign the processor to the interrupt processing function. The system allows interrupt nesting. Because we can’t determine when and where the interrupt will come, we make a conservative assumption that the interrupt may come after every instruction of task or interrupts. This assumption will ensure that we will not ignore any possible program execution paths. We can can describe interrupt-driven programs’ execution states based on the CFA. Formally, the semantic of interrupt driven program execution is a 5-tuple $M = (S_{MI}, S_{IS}, I_{IS}, T_{IS}, L)$ where:

- $S_{MI} = S_{CF} \cup \{\text{INIT}\}$ is the set of all global control states.
- $S_{IS} \subseteq S_{MI} \times S_{MI} \cdots \times S_{MI}$ is the set of interleaving execution states where the number of $S_{MI}$ is $\text{size}(Func)$.
- $I_{IS} \subseteq S_{IS}$ is the initial interleaving states.
- $T_{IS} \subseteq S_{IS} \times S_{IS}$ is the set of transitions between the interleaving states.

- $L : S_{CF} \setminus \{\text{INIT, END\_FUNCTION}\} \rightarrow Stmt^*$ is the label function where $Stmt^*$ is the set of program expressions.

$S_{MI}$ consists of the global states including the control states of task and interrupts. $T_{IS}$ is the set of transitions of interleaving control states. We can give the definition of transition conditions for $T_{IS}$ similarly as that $T_{CF}$. ($S_1, S_2) \in T_{IS}$ iff one of the following condition holds. Let $\text{size}(Func) = n$, $S_1 = \langle s_{10}, s_{11}, \ldots, s_{1n} \rangle$, $S_2 = \langle s_{20}, s_{21}, \ldots, s_{2n} \rangle$ where $s_{i\_}j$ is the priority level ranked as $i$-th interrupts.

- if $(s_{1i}, s_{2j}) \in T_{IS}$, if $s_{1i} \neq \text{INIT}$ and for $\forall j \ j < i$ we have $s_{1j} = s_{2j}$, for $\forall k \ k > i$ we have $s_{1k} = s_{2k} = \text{INIT}$ where $i, j, k \in [1, n]$.
- If $L(s_{1i})$ is function call expression and $s_{2i}$ is entry point of the function call, then for $\forall j \ j < i$ we have $s_{1j} = s_{2j}$, for $\forall k \ k > i$ we have $s_{1k} = s_{2k} = \text{INIT}$ where $i, j, k \in [1, n]$.
- if $(s_{1i}, s_{2j}) \in T_{IS}$, if $s_{1i} = \text{INIT}$ and for $\forall j \ j < i$ we have $s_{1j} = s_{2j}$, for $\forall k \ k > i$ we have $s_{1k} = s_{2k} = \text{INIT}$ where $i, j, k \in [1, n]$.

These conditions show that task or interrupts execute one step, task or interrupts call other function, task or interrupts are interrupted by interrupts, respectively. At the same time, these conditions satisfy that if the highest priority level interrupt is executing then the task and other interrupts will not be executed.

In order to find all data races in program, we need to consider all possible interleaving states. We assume that interrupts may come after every instruction of task or interrupts. The complexity of the interleaving states $S_{IS}$ space is: $\text{size}(S_{IS}) = \text{size}(S_{F_1}) \times \text{size}(S_{F_2}) \cdots \times \text{size}(S_{F_n})$ where we assume that $\text{size}(Func) = n$ and $S_{F_i}$ is the number of control states of the rank $i$-th priority level interrupt. We notice that the state space of interleaving states $S_{IS}$ may be very large when interrupt-driven programs consist of too many interrupts. In fact, we will not store all these interleaving states, so the state space wouldn’t cause data race check failure because of memory out. However, the scale of state space will affect the efficiency of data race detection.

On the other hand, we notice that these interleaving states may contain some unreachable states in real program execution, such as the exclusive branch condition in task and interrupts. However, the generation of interleaving states doesn’t take this condition into account, so the resulting of interleaving states include these unreachable states. These unreachable states may cause false alarms for data race detection. This is because the method of the generation of interleaving states is path insensitive. We will introduce a false alarm elimination method based on bounded model checking in Section IV-C.

### IV. Data Race Detection Method

Our data race detection method is based on analyzing accessing relationships of shared variables. This detection method can be divided into three steps: interleaving states generation, potential race detection and false alarm elimination. Interleaving states generation which is depicted in Section III is to get the whole program interleaving states. In
In order to simplify this problem, we firstly convert concurrent program to sequential program. After the conversion we collect the interleaving states based on the serialized program. Race detection method is that we firstly define a data race violation rule and then we explore the interleaving state space to find the violation states. False alarm elimination can be achieved by coding the path condition of data race states and then judging whether the path condition can be satisfied. The first two steps can be done together. When we get the data race states, we covert the program to SSA and collect the path condition. The relationship of the these steps is shown in Fig. 2.

A. Convert Concurrent Programs to Non-deterministic Sequential Programs

In order to simplify the race detection and make it easy to generate the interleaving state space we convert interrupt-driven programs to non-deterministic sequential program. The main idea of serializing procedure is adding non-deterministic branches after every instruction. The branch condition is an unknown value, so that when we coding the program as formula we will consider both the branches. The true branch of the added branches is the function call to the interrupt and the false branch is empty. If there are more than one interrupt then we need to add many this kind of branches. At the same time, we should note that we not only add the branch to the task but also add the branch to interrupts (if there more than one interrupt). The method of adding branches in task and interrupts is almost the same. In the task and interrupts we should add the interrupt which has the priority level next to the current task or interrupt. This means the highest priority interrupt need not to add any branch. This process is shown in Fig. 3 where we assume that brandom is an unknown value, size(Trp) = n and INTi represents the function name of the i-th ranking priority interrupt.

From the serialization procedure we can see that the serialization process contains all the possibility of interrupt driven programs’ execution. In the task we add the ranking first interrupt shows the task can be interrupted by any interrupts. While in an interrupt we only add the interrupts which has higher priority than the current interrupt, which shows the interrupt only can be interrupted by the interrupts of higher priority.

```
1 /* main task */
2 void TASK(void) {
3     ... 
4  /* after every instruction */
5    if (brandom) INT_1();
6    ... 
7 } 
8 ... 
9 /* interrupt */
10 void INTi(void) {
11  /* at the beginning of interrupt*/
12    if (brandom) INTi+1();
13  ... 
14 /* after every instruction */
15    if (brandom) INTi+1();
16  ... 
17 }
```

Fig. 3: Convert Concurrent Programs to Sequential Ones

When adding the branch to the task function, we may find that we have to take special consideration for function calls. Because in $S_{CF}$ the successor of function call expression is the successor in the control flow, but in $S_{IS}$ the successor of the function call is the entry point of the function. From the perspective of analysis we also need to add the branch to the expression of function body, because data race may be happened in function call. In order to simplify the analysis procedure and overcome the previous problem, we inline all the function calls. In fact in order to make the following race detection and false alarm elimination simple, we inline the whole program in three steps Firstly we inline the program of the task and all the interrupts, Secondly we add the branch to the task and interrupts, Lastly we inline the task procedure. Then we get the serialized program with only assign and condition goto expression.

B. Race Detection In Sequential Programs

We detect data race based on shared variables by exploring the interleaving state space. The data race violation happens iff one of the following condition holds:

- If the read variables set of current task or interrupts is written by other interrupts simultaneously.
- If the write variables set of current task or interrupts is accessed other interrupts simultaneously.

We focus on interrupt-driven program executing on single core CPU, which in fact is a serialization execution process.

Now we can give the race detection procedure. We define $Variables$ as the set of all the shared variables, for any expression $e \in Stmt$, $var(e)$ represents the set of read and write variables where $var : Stmt \rightarrow 2^{Variables}$. For any control states $S \in S_{CF}$, $v_{read}(S)$ and $v_{write}(S)$ represent the set of read and write respectively where $v_{read}, v_{write} : S_{CF} \rightarrow 2^{Variables}$. Because we have serialized the program which convert the program into the one with only assign and condition goto expression, the read and write set of every
expression can be acquired easier. We can give the data race definition as follows.

\[
data \_race : S_{IS} \rightarrow \text{Bool}
\]

\[
data \_race(S) = \text{true} \iff \exists i, j \in [1, n], i \neq j, (r_i \cap w_j) \cup (w_i \cap r_j) \neq \emptyset
\]

where \(S \in S_{IS}, S_i \in S_{CF}, S = (S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n)\), \(r_i = v\_read(S_i)\), \(w_i = v\_write(S_i)\), \(r_j = v\_read(S_j)\) and \(w_j = v\_write(S_j)\).

In fact we detect data race when we convert the program into a serialization program. When finding interleaving states satisfy the data race violation condition, the analyzer records the violation state. The algorithm of our data race detection is depicted in Algorithm 1 where \(S_{MT}\) is the control states of the whole program, \(ipt\_state\) is a list of interleaving states.

**Algorithm 1** Race Detection In Sequential Programs

**Initialization:**

1. Set \(S = S_{MT}\); \(ipt\_state = \{ \}; \) \(ipt\_flag = \text{false}\);
2. \(it = \text{begin}(S);\) \(pre\_it = \text{it}\);
3. while \(it \neq \text{NULL}\) do
4. if \(Is\_int\_begin\_flag(it)\) then
5. \(ipt\_flag \leftarrow \text{true};\)
6. \(Push\_back(ipt\_state, pre\_it);\) Continue;
7. end if
8. if \(Is\_int\_end\_flag(it)\) then
9. \(if\_{empty}(ipt\_state)\) then
10. \(ipt\_flag \leftarrow \text{false};\)
11. end if
12. \(Pop\_back(ipt\_state, pre\_it);\) Continue;
13. end if
14. if \(ipt\_flag == \text{true}\) then
15. if \(Is\_race(ipt\_state, it)\) then
16. \(Add\_potential\_flag(it);\)
17. end if
18. end if
19. \(pre\_it \leftarrow \text{it};\) \(it \leftarrow \text{next(it)};\)
20. end while
21. return \(S\);

When data race detection is finished we transform programs to static single assignment (SSA) which will simplify the coding of the program as SMT formulae. There are many efficient and effective methods for converting program to SSA such as [13] [14] and we will not discuss this problem here.

**C. False Alarm Elimination via Bounded Model Checking**

There are many different bounded model checking algorithms in [15] [16]. In this section we only consider how to use the idea of BMC to eliminate false alarms of race detection.

Before we code the program as formulae, we still have one important problem to solve. That is how to deal with loops. Though the program only consists of assignment and condition goto statements, the conditional goto may go back to a previous program point which means that it may be a loop. The method we adapting is loop unwinding. The main strategy is as follows:

- If user has set the max unwind, then either we unwind the loop as the max unwind when the loop condition always hold, or we unwind the loop until the loop condition does not hold.
- If user doesn’t set the max unwind, then we unwind the loop until the loop conditions does not hold.

Loop unwinding is an important method to simplify the complexity of the problem in this paper. Because the complexity of software, software bounded model checking always has the problem of scalability. In the experiment, we find that when the program consists of many loops, the data race detection method may be failed due to memory out. So we may always set the max unwind number except the program is simple.

After dealing with loops, we can begin to convert the program to formula. In fact, there are many method to code the program as formula in [17] [18]. We use the method described in [17], since the syntax form of our program is simple, it is easy to adopt this method in our program. Because the program has been serialized and transformed as SSA we only need to consider assign and branch condition. The branch expression can be changed to a conditional operator, the assign expression can be still as an assign formula. This process can be depicted in Fig. 4.

Once programs are encoded as SMT formulae, we can use these formulae to eliminate false alarms. Firstly we get all the potential race program points from the previous section, then we can get SMT formulae from the beginning of the program to the potential race program point. Secondly we use a SMT solver to solve whether these formulae can be satisfied. Lastly we eliminate false alarms of potential race points by the results of SMT solver.

**V. Implementation and Experiments**

The data race detection method from Section IV is implemented one top of the analyzer CBMC for Ansi-C [17] [18]. The analyzer CBMC is a Bounded Model Checker for ANSI-C programs. It also supports SystemC using Scoot front-end. It can be used to verify array bounds, buffer overflows, pointer safety, exceptions and user-specified assertions. Furthermore, it can check the consistence of ANSI-C with other languages, such as Verilog. The verification procedure of CBMC is performed by unwinding the loops in the program and passing the resulting equation to a decision procedure. The aim of this analyzer is for embedded software, it also supports dynamic memory allocation using malloc and new. Because of CBMC taking path conditions into account the analysis may exclude some unreachable execution paths and therefore may raise less false alarms.

Our test suite consists of sample programs from our own examples together with the Goblint implementation [12]. Because the benchmark of Goblint implementation is from the nxtOSEK [19] and the programs’ syntax of which is a little different with standard C programs, we convert the program to C under the premise of keeping program semantic unchange. The main differences between nxtOSEK programs and C programs lie in that some of the key words are different and nxtOSEK programs support synchronization via resource competition. For the first difference, we change the key words of nxtOSEK program to the equal semantic key words of C programs. For the second difference, we use a global variable
to represent the resource, and the get and release operations of resource become test and set of the shared global variable. This is a simple way to rewrite the program, but many of the program properties have been changed, such as the priority of the resource can’t represent. However, we don’t change the read and write relation between task and interrupts which is our main focus.

Program posture _control is part of the control software of a kind of aerobat. posture _control has a task which is dealing with the normal procedure and a interrupt to process the exception of aerobat posture. The rest programs are all from Goblint examples which are converted to C and renamed by adding a prefix “C _” before their original name. Each of these programs consists of one task and multi-interrupts. Program C _privative is an example for data race between task and interrupts, and the interrupt uses a soft lock-set to mutually access share variable. Programs C _example and C _example _fun are examples of [12], and these two programs are examples for improper using synchronization variable and inter-procedure data race checking respectively. Program C _privatintervals which consisting of one task and three interrupts is an example for more than two interrupts data race situation. Program C _suffix consists of an task which initial two shared variables and stores the result of adding the two shared variables. The initial and store procedure are protected by different mutex-lock and interrupts which modify the shared variable and may cause data race under some condition.

The results of running the analyzer on these programs are shown in TABLE I. For each program, the column “Size” gives the lines of the programs, “Time(s)” presents the analysis times which takes average of 10 times analysis and the unit of time is second, “Int” gives the number of interrupts and “VCC” gives the number of verifying conditions during bounded model checking. We ran these experiments on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 i5-2320 CPU machine with 3.00GHz and 2GB memory under Fedora 12. The decision procedure of CBMC is Minisat 2.2.0.

![Fig. 4: Example of Converting Program to Formula](image)

TABLE I: Experimental Results for Benchmark Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Size(loc)</th>
<th>Time(s)</th>
<th>Int</th>
<th>Race</th>
<th>VCC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>posture _control</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>551.247</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C _privative</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C _example</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C _example _fun</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C _privatintervals</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.191</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C _suffix</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the analysis, we find that all programs have data races. For posture _control, because this program has many loops, most of the loops have a deterministic boundary, such as 256. The CBMC takes loop unwinding to deal with loop as we have mentioned before. At first we unwind all the loops without setting unwind depth, the analyzer ran about 10 minutes and threw a memory out exception. So we set the max unwind depth to 10, then the analyzer can finish race detection. The data races in posture _control program are caused by the following situation during the normal routine, task may access the global timer to get current time or reset it, while on the other hand during the exceptional routine interrupt may change the aerobat posture at some time interval and the interrupt also needs to modify the global timer. This causes data race happening. The data races in C _privative program are caused by improper synchronization via mutual variable. The task uses a proper synchronization variable to protect the shared variable, but the lower priority interrupt uses one synchronization variable, while the higher priority interrupt uses another variable to protect the accessing of shared variable. It causes data races between interrupts. The data races in both versions of the example program are discovered. The race warning in C _privatintervals occurs because the synchronization variables are different between the interrupts and there is data race between interrupts. For C _suffix, race warnings are produced for the task getting the sum of the shared variable, which may race with the interrupt. The reason why the posture _control consumes so much time compared with the others is that the other program contains fewer loops and the size is not very large, but posture _control consists many loops which will cause the state space growing rapidly.
VI. Conclusion

We have presented an approach in the framework of bounded model checking for analyzing data race for interrupt driven programs. The main idea is to use accessing relations over shared variables to detect potential data race and use path condition to eliminate some false alarms. The data race detection algorithm based on shared variable is implemented by exploring the serialized program CFG. The algorithm analyzes each interleaving control states to find the violation of shared variable accessing rule. This method is a lightweight way to detect data race but may cause many false alarms. Thus, on this basis, we gather the path conditions of all the possible race locations, then we use SMT solver to decide whether the path condition is satisfiable. The path condition is unsatisfiable means that the data race execution path is infeasible in real execution and the potential data race with this path condition is false alarm. A key benefit of our approach is the ability to check data race for interrupt driven programs path sensitively.

Future work will consider two aspects to improve our race detection method. On one hand, we want to extend the scalability our approach to reason large scale programs. Because shared variables are what we focus on during data race detection, we can use code slice according to shared variables to reduce the code size of the analyzed program. On the other hand, we want to improve the efficiency of the analyzer. We can use inter-procedure optimization method such as function summarization to improve the efficiency of our race detection method.
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